PRYTANY AND EPHEBIC INSCRIPTIONS
FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA
(PLATES57-66)

T17HIS ARTICLE continuesthe publicationof the epigraphicalfindsof the Agora Excavations, both from the earlier phases under the directorship of T. L. Shear and H. A.
Thompson (21 documents) and from the later phase under the directorship of T. L. Shear,
Jr. (9 documents). The opportunity has been taken here also to publish one inscription from
the Epigraphical Museum (5) and to re-edit or make significant changes in the text or
dating, or both, of five previously published inscriptions (6, 7, 11, 16, and 19).1 Not surprisingly, the majority of the texts are fragments of prytany lists, which, with the exception of
ostraka and gravestones, are the most common Agora epigraphical finds. Two of the inscriptions (1 and 3) are ephebic lists, and several others, too incomplete for certain identification, may also be ephebic. As may be readily noted, although many of the texts published
here are extremely fragmentary, all contain at least one identifiable word or name, or belong, by join or association, with other epigraphical texts. While at present they may make
' For permission to publish the Agora inscriptions I am grateful to past and present directors of the excavations, H. A. Thompson and T. L. Shear, Jr. I also thank D. M. Lewis, who first drew 5 to my attention, Mrs. D. Peppa-Delmousou, Director of the Epigraphical Museum, who facilitated study of this
inscription, and the Greek Archaeological Service, which granted permission to publish it. As always, the
Agora staff, especially Helen Townsend, secretary, Spyros Spyropoulos, technician, and W. B. Dinsmoor,
Jr., architect, have provided every help and courtesy. The study of the inscriptions in Athens during
1978/79 was made possible through a Leave Fellowship awarded by the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada. I express my appreciation to the director and staff of the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens and the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, where research and writing
were conducted during 1978/79 and the summers of 1979 and 1980. Corrections were made in Athens
during the summer of 1981 while on a Norwood Travelling Fellowship awarded by the Department of
Classics of the University of Toronto.
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only a limited statistical or general contribution and individually may be deemed of little
intrinsic importance, there is the hope that their publication here will lead to further joins

and associations. Indeed, several of the texts already make significant additions to our
knowledge.22, composedof fifteen fragments,and 25, whichjoins one previouslypublished
Agora inscription and has been associated with another, are important for the Late Roman
archon list, and 35 mentions Hephestos (sic), uniquely, as eponymos. Characteristically,
however, the chief contribution of these lists is prosopographical, and, in particular, 1, 5, 6,

24, and 34 add to our knowledgeof individualsand families of ancientAthens.
1 (PI. 57). Two non-joining fragments from a Hymettian marble stele. The text indicates

that fragmentb belongsbelow fragmenta.
a: Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken at the top, bottom, and right side but pre-

servingpart of the original toothedleft side and rough-pickedback. Found on July 16, 1970
in a Late Roman context along the PanathenaicWay (AreaJ/6-4/16).
H. 0.27 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.151 m.; LH. 0.006 m. (with exceptions).

Inv. No. I 7201
b: Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken at the top, bottom, left and right sides, and

at the back. Found on July 15, 1970 built into a Byzantinewall (Area J 5).
H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.03 m.; LH. 0.06 m.

Inv. No. I 7196
EPHEBOI
init. saec. III a.
Column I
'
[ AvrLyovtoso]]]

Column II
lost

lacuna
lacuna
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X[-----]
'
AOrvo[-----]
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Kovov
/Af

'

A[rrTqvev?]

rTpLo[S

---]
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' Epxtei5 ?]
-.---

-]

[I-avitovt8os]
A[--------]
lacuna
[AEwvrtboS]
lacuna

[5_-6-].[..---]
[3/2 ]KXA 2[ovvtEv] vel ?[KazXk3Povt8qg]

K 4[r7tos]
[. K]parT7S
25

[A ]Uoo80KOsIor4[atktos]
[Aito?])a.savs ovv[tEv?]
vacat
corona
lacuna

The roster, which presumably would have accompanied a decree, was drawn up in the
normal scheme of two columns, the first six phylai (Antigonis to Leontis) in column I, and
the last six (Akamantis to Antiochis) in column II. This text is remarkable among the
ephebic inscriptions of the 3rd century B.C. for its absence of patronymics.
Lines 1-6. It is just possible that Demetrias had no ephebes in this year and that lines
3-6 should be assigned to Antigonis, thereby permitting the restoration of the demotic in
line 5 as Aithalides, for Konon is known as the father of Kephisodoros of Aithalidai in a
gravestone dated by Kirchner to the first half of the 4th century (IG 12, 5391). More likely,
however, Demetrias was represented in this inscription, and Konon's demotic was either
Ateneus or Hagnousios. There seems to be enough space preserved following alpha to give
evidence of gamma, if it were inscribed here. I conclude, accordingly, that the deme was
Atene. It may be noted that one Konon from a deme of either Antigonis or Demetrias was
the father of an ephebe named KaXX[[as] who served about 235 B.C. (Hesperia 16, 1947, p.
186, no. 92, line 3 as corrected in B. D. Meritt's copy at the Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton).
Line 8. Of Erechtheid demes, Dioskourides is known in Lamptrai (the section is not
specified, and it might, of course, be Upper Lamptrai which belonged to Antigonis between
307/6 and 200 B.C.) as the father of Zenon who was priest of Sarapis at Delos between 167
and 88 B.C. (PA 6216), but the name is much better attested in Euonymon (IG II2, 478, line
50; 3081, line 2; 3082, line 2; PA 4350-4352, stemma sub 4351; Hesperia 46, 1977, p. 116,
no. 37, etc.). The new Dioskourides might conveniently be identified with Dioskourides II,
son of Theophanes, in Kirchner's stemma (loc. cit.), a man who served as proxenos in
Oropos, dedicated a statue to his father in honor of his agonothesia in the archonship of
Sostratos (270/69), and is recorded in three cavalry tablets of the mid-3rd century (Hesperia 46, 1977, p. 116, no. 37).
Line 10. There seems to have been an attempt to remove by erasure the letters OA, of
which traces of the outline are now still visible.
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Line 11. The ephebe should be identified with Nikokles, son of Apollodoros, who was
prytanis for Coastal Lamptrai and treasurer for the prytaneis of Erechtheis during Euboulos' archonship, dated most recently by B. D. Meritt to the year 254/3 (Agora XV, no. 86,
lines 23, 84-87, and 92-96; date, Hesperia 50, 1981, p. 95). An ancestor, perhaps, is Nikokles of Lamptrai who was trierarch in 373/2 (IG II2, 1609, line 12).
Line 12. Deinias (with orthography Et) of Euonymon, perhaps the father of the
ephebe, appears on a horos stone dated about 300 B.C. (IG II2, 2758, line 6 = PA 3165).
Line 14. The deme might be either Erchia or Erikeia; the former was much the larger
of the two.
Line 16. Philoxenides and Philoxenos are possible names. The latter is five times as
common as the former in Attica and is attested in several Aigeid demes, but none is of
appropriate date for identification with the new ephebe.
Line 17. There is preserved part of an upper horizontal stroke joining a vertical at its
left. The letter might be gamma, rho, beta, pi, or epsilon and the name either Nikagoras or
Nikarchos. One Nikagoras of Erchia who was a contributor in the archonship of Diomedon, dated most recently by B. D. Meritt to the year 245/4, offers a plausible identification
for the new ephebe (IG II2 791, col. II, line 5; cf. Hesperia 11, 1942, p. 291, no. 56, col. II,
line 47; date: Hesperia 50, 1981, p. 95). It must be added in caution, however, that a Nikarchos of Halai (whether Kekropid or Aigeid deme is uncertain) is known in Delos after 166
B.C. (NPA, p. 133).
Line 18. Although it is a possible restoration of IG II2, 2325, line 18, Homeros as a
personal name is otherwise unknown in Attic prosopography before the 1st and 2nd centuries after Christ when it becomes relatively common (IG II2, 1998, line 12; 2083, line 30;
2107, line 91; 2113, line 210; 2162, line 8; 2235, line 62; 2049, line 73; 10046; 2207, line 29;
and 7212).
Line 23. The demotic might be either Sounieus or Skambonides. What appears to be a
trace of omikron at the edge of the stone is, I think, a chance mark; it is too close to the
preceding sigma to be part of a letter, according to the normal spacing in this line.
Line 24. The name is probably either Sokrates or Eukrates, although neither is otherwise attested in Kettos.
Line 25. Although several rare, non-Attic names might be restored, the name is almost
certainly Demodokos, and this restoration, in turn, determines the length of the names in
the other four lines of the fragment.
Line 26. A number of names will suit the spacing and preserved letters, but of them
only Diophanes is known in Sounion, and the name is attested in that deme in several
periods. Diophanes, the father of a prytanis who served after 255 B.C., might be identified
with this ephebe (Agora XV, no. 88, line 5).
The prosopographical information, in general, indicates a date at the beginning of the
3rd century B.C. If the suggested identification of the ephebe in line 1 is correct, the inscription must be dated before 266 B.C.
Erechtheis and Aigeis were represented by rosters of precisely five demesmen; Leontis
had at least five, and Demetrias (or possibly Antigonis) at least four. It is obvious that the
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total register was of the order of 60 demesmen, a figure which is clearly larger than the
totals attested in other extant 3rd-century texts, all of which are dated later than the new
inscription. IG II2,681 from Polyeuktos' archonship (247/6), for example, has a total of 29
ephebes for 12 phylai; IG II2, 700 + Hesperia 7, 1938, p. 112, no. 20 from Thymochares'
archonship (257/6) has 18 ephebes in four complete and two partially preserved tribal
rosters; IG II2, 766 from Philoneos' archonship (244/3) gives a total of 23 ephebes for 11
phylai (Antiochis had no representation); and IG 112, 787 from the archonship of Kimon
(237/6) lists a total of 20 ephebes in six complete and three fragmentary tribal rosters.2
2 (PI. 57). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
June 15, 1970 during marble washing. Part of the crown surrounding the citation is preserved.
H. 0.056 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.055 m.; LH. 0.012 m. (omikron 0.010 m.).

Inv. No. I 7214
CITATION
saec. III a.
in corona
o 8^09
[rovd]

vel [e`O7O/3]ov]

[irpvravEL]

The lettering suggests the date. The citation records the award of a crown, probably
either to the prytaneis or the epheboi.
3 (PI. 57). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
May 23, 1952 in a Late Roman context on the line of the front wall of the East Stoa near its
center (O 14).
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.05 m.; Th. 0.028 m.; LH. 0.006 m.

Inv. No. I 6545
EPHEBOI
a. 224/3-200 a.
lacuna
vestigia coronae?
vacat
[H-T]oAqj [itosg]
- - - - -

A]7To
'

o[v

- - - -]

AKaMtav[rt30os]

S. V. Tracy, ("Agora I 7181 + IG 112, 944b," Hesperia, Suppl. XIX, Studies in Attic Epigraphy,
History and Topography, Princeton 1982, pp. 157-161) has surveyed the evidence for the period from
229/8 to 166/5, and his estimated totals show wide fluctuations from a maximum of 55 in 210/09 to a
minimum of 20 in 220/19.
2
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-
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lacuna
The inscription is of the format of ephebic registers from the period after 257/6 (cf.,
e.g., IG 112, 700 + Hesperia 7, 1938, pp. 110-114, no. 20 and Reinmuth, pp. 83-84). The
mention of Ptolemais, of course, makes the inscription post 224/3. The letter forms indicate
a date at the end of the 3rd or the beginning of the 2nd century B.C., in which period two-column registers are the regular format. If this text belongs before 200 B.C. there would be six
phylai in column I and seven in column II. If the text is dated after 200 B.C. then there
would be four phylai in the first column and eight in the second. Obviously, the first arrangement makes much better sense than the second, and the text accordingly is dated before 200. The sparse prosopographical information, however, is of little help with the dating. The name in line 2 might be either Apollonides or Apollonios, but both are common
Attic names; indeed, the latter is one of the commonest. Their period of vogue, however, at
least as citizen names, is generally later than the 3rd century B.C. In fact, I can discover no
person in Ptolemais of the correct period for identification here unless it be [' Aro]AAorXW[LoS
--'A]bt8va^o[s] in a dedication which Kirchner dates ca. 200-150 B.C. (IG II2, 3470,
lines 2-3), and even that text may be too late.3 Kallistratos in line 4 (the rare alternative
restoration Kallistratides, with four or five occurrences in Attica, is possible but not likely)
is another very common Attic name, but, unlike Apollonios and Apollonides, it has many
attestations in the 3rd century B.C. Of the Akamantid demes, however, I note only Kallistratos, son of Stephanos, of Kerameis who appears in a prytany register of 223/2, followed in
the next line by Stephanos, son of Kallis[-- ], probably his son (Agora XV, no. 128, lines 97,
98). The dating is appropriate for the ephebe here to be identified as the son of the prytanis
Stephanos.
Line 4. Part of the horizontal stroke of tau is preserved.
Line 7. The first letter of the patronymic might be epsilon, rho, or beta.
Line 8. Part of an upper horizontal stroke is preserved, and, as in line 4, it too probably belongs to tau.

The enrollments of Ptolemais (one ephebe) and Akamantis (at least six ephebes) immediately suggest a total roster of 13/2 x 7+ = 46+ names, i.e. a figure close to the maximum of 55 in 210/09 B.C. estimated by Tracy (op. cit. [footnote 2 above]), but the wide discrepancy in the size of the two tribal contingents in the new text ought also to indicate how
hazardous is the estimate of a complete roster from a small fragment.
3 Apollonios Oinaios (the phyle is uncertain; there was another Oinoe which belonged to Aiantis before
200 B.C.) of PA 1556, dated by Kirchner at first "s III aut II", was later corrected by him to Apollonios
Theraios and redated "s 11/I" (IG II2, 8894).
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4 (PI. 57). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, but with the rough-picked
back preserved. Found on July 3, 1970 in the wall of a Byzantine pithos (Area 0/8-6/1).
H. 0.217 m.; W. 0.148 m.; Th. 0.141 m.; LH. 0.006-0.007 m.

Inv. No. I 7148
CITATION
fin. saec. III a.
[ca.3_]ov

[ AA?]ateaaut ['Q?]atEa
The text belongs to a citation of the type that was common at the bottom of prytany
inscriptions. The lettering (note particulaly alpha and nu) is much like, if not identical to,
the "disjointed style" which recently has been studied and dated by S. V. Tracy to the period
229/8-210/09 B.C. (Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 247-255). A number of demes, viz. Anakaia,
Hestiaia, Peiraieus, Thorai, Oa, Phegaia, and Halai, offer demotics compatible with the
letters in line 3. Halai's demotic, however, gives an arrangement symmetrical with the first
line and for that reason wins slight preference here. The demotic of Oa presents almost as
neat a spacing and is offered here as a second choice. The same argument of symmetry
would suggest a name of about five letters in line 2. Dexilaos of Halai, however, the flutist of
this period who is well attested in such citations (see Agora XV, p. 11), is too long for balanced spacing.
5 (PI. 58). Fragment from a Pentelic marble stele, broken at the top, left and right sides but
preserving the rough-picked bottom and back. For about 14 centimeters from the bottom the
back has been chiseled away about 1 centimeter, perhaps in an attempt to form a large
tenon. At 0.085 m. from the bottom a horizontal line is in evidence on the face, perhaps a
setting line.
H. 0.42 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.165 m.; LH. 0.010 m.

E.M. 4694
CITATIONS
ca. 200-150 a.
lacuna

5

[Fr]avKco
'
[va AX]apvE
a

NLKoKpa'

vacat ca. 0.040 m.

voea
vacat 0.035 m.
t7 /3[ovrj7]

[r?] /3ovXrj

rrlv
AEVKCo

10
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vacat 0.022 m.
' E7rLY

vacat 0.025 m.
ME[LE]

V7lV

KpaT[7r[)v]

[OL]vaLov

Ev7r[vp[]

15

vacat 0.245 m.

to bottom

vacat 0.235 m.
to bottom

Two of the names, Nikokratesof Leukonoionand Menekratesof Eupyridai,were includedby J. Sundwall in NPA with a note that the text was unpublished.
Lines 2-4. The restorationof NA at the beginning
ofthe
line 3 makes the
of arrangementof
arrangemebeginning
the citation asymmetrical,but it is preferableto assume the normal accusativeof the name
than the shortenedform which appearsin the names of the deities Apollo and Poseidonand
would offer a symmetricalarrangementhere. The name Glaukon is attestedin Acharnaias
a prytanisin 360/59 (AgoraXV, no. 17 = IG II2, 1745, line 53), and he is probablyidentical to Glaukon,the father of Demeas, in a gravestonedatedby Kirchnerafter the middle of
the 4th centuryB.C. (IG II2, 5788).
Lines 6-8. The name Epigenes is well known in Oinoe as (1) the father of Epichares
who was sophronistes in 333/2 B.C. (AthMitt 76, 1961, p. 144, lines 3-4 - Reinmuth, p.
17, no. 6); (2) councillorfor Attalis in 173/2 B.C. (Hesperia 26, 1957, p. 35, no. 6 = Agora

XV, no. 206, line 85); and (3) Epigenes, son of Epigenes, who was secretary(phyle XII =
Attalis) in 122/1 (IG II2,1004, line 1; 1005, line 2; 1006, lines 2 and 50; Hesperia 10,1941,
pp. 61-62, no. 26, line 2). The letter formsfavorthe identificationof the new Epigeneswith
(2) ratherthan with (3) who may be either the councillor'sson or his grandson.
Lines 15-18. The name Menekratesis known much later in Eupyridai:Menekrates,
son of Menekrates,was kosmetein A.D. 116/7 (IG II2, 2026, line 4), and his sons apparently were Poplios, paideutes in the same year (ibid., line 8), and Dionysios, ephebe between
about A.D. 110 and 120 accordingto Kirchner'sdating (IG II2, 2028, line 8).
6. Fragmentof Pentelic marble,brokenon all sides and at the back, found in the theater of
Herodes. The marble is streakedwith much mica. Ed. K. S. Pittakys, 'EO'ApX, 1857, no.
3169; Koehler, IG II, 1032; B. Leonardos, 'ApX'E4, 1918, pp. 104-106, photographp.
105;J. Kirchner,IG 112, 2435.
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.048 m.; LH. 0.006 m.

E.M. 8684

PRYTANEIS OF LEONTIS
a. 148/7-135/4

a.

NON-XTOIX.

lacuna
[

K,TTLOL]

lacuna?

[Ka]AA[i]o[-- -]
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[i\ ]olyvT[paos]

KeagX[ ^OEv]
10

['A]yaoLK[o9]
EipEor[t'at]

[Bo]tAa[pxog]
XoAa[pyets]
['A]pto-T[---]

15

[' A]roXXAo8[pos]
[E]vYrqAo[g]
[M]tivta[s]
[it]Ait-r[- -]

lacuna
Line 3. The name Diognetos.is more appropriate to the spacing than Theognetos. One
Diognetos is recorded with Dion of Sphettos in a gravestone which Kirchner dated to the
middle of the 4th century B.C. (IG II2, 7513).
Line 4. The lettering in this line is more widely spaced than that in the lines immediately above and below, and the restoration is appropriate.
Line 5. The man is probably identical with Phrynisskos (with double sigma) who was
father of [Kallis?]tratos of Sphettos in a list of distinguished men dated by Kirchner about
125/4 B.C. (IG II2, 2452, line 8). He may also be the same man as the Phryniskos who was
father of a Sphettian (the name is lost) in an unidentified inscription dated by Kirchner "s.
II/I a." (IG II2, 2272, line 10). The name is well attested in this deme, and a descendant is
Phryniskos, son of Phryniskos, of Sphettos in a gravestone which Kirchner dates to the 1st
century after Christ (IG II2, 7532).
Line 6. The name is either Diomnestos or Theomnestos, although neither is otherwise
attested in Sphettos. The latter is ten times more common in Attica than the former.
Line 7. Demetrios is well known in Sphettos, and at a time appropriate for this inscription, but the name is altogether too common for any certainty of identification.
Line 12. The name is restored from, and the man identified with, Boularchos, son of
Damokleas, who was Panathenaic victor about 166/5 B.C. (IG II2, 2316, lines 30-31). A
son, or perhaps father, is Damokleas, son of Boularchos, of Eiresidai recorded in the gravestone IG II2, 5995/6, dated by Kirchner to the 1st century B.C. (the date would have to be
revised for identification as father).
Line 15. The name is restored from, and the man identified with, Apollodoros, father
of Agathokles of Cholargos, in a gravestone dated by Kirchner to the 1st century B.C. (IG
112, 7767).
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Line 17. Mimnias of Cholargos appears as the husband of Lamidion who was the
daughter of Onesikritos of Kopros in the gravestone IG 112, 6537/8, dated by Kirchner to
the 1st century B.C.
Kirchner had dated this text to the mid-3rd century B.C., at which time it could not,
because of quotas of representation, be identified as a list of prytaneis. S. V. Tracy's redating, based on the identification of the hand, to the period 148/7-135/4 (Hesperia 47, 1978,
p. 262) suggested to D. M. Lewis that this inscription might indeed be a list of prytaneis.
The suggestion, communicated to the author per litt., is here endorsed.
7 (PI. 59). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, left side, and back but
preserving part of the original, though now much damaged, right side. Found on July 8,
1974 in a pithos at R/16/17 13/7, 8. Part of a carved wreath below the text is preserved.
Ed. S. V. Tracy, Hesperia 51, 1982, p. 63, no. 5.
H. 0.285 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.128 m.; LH. 0.006-0.01 m.

Inv. No. I 7478
PRYTANY DECREE
NON-XTOIX. ca. 55-65

ca. a. 128 a.

lacLuna
[-----------------------------------KaL
[?----?-?--------------------E
KaL\
['Ovo-av

]()t
rots

Ka

aAx\ot

Ka['L]

OeoLS o'? 7Trap]Lov

'A7rAXXcvL rt

Pv?

IIp]oo-[Trar]7]po[t]

For lines 4-15 see Hesperia 51, loc. cit.
This text, although typical in many respects of a late 2nd-century B.C. prytany decree,
manifests several unusual phrases and offers a number of minor problems in restoration.
Line 1. There seem to be preserved faint traces of an omega, followed by a sure iota, a
reasonably sure kappa, and the outline of alpha.
Line 3. In the normal prytany decree of this period Apollo Prostaterios is followed by
Artemis Boulaia, often with Phosphoros, and the formula is concluded with Kal TO?SaAXXots
EO?So
ot 7TrarpLOV
?v, but there are many exceptions, e.g. Agora XV, no. 243, which make

no mention of either Artemis Boulaia or Phosphoros. One of these deities, or one of the
numerous additional deities which were occasionally recorded in such decrees (cf. Agora
XV, no. 240), preceded Apollo Prostaterios here.
8 (PI. 59). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, left side, and back but
preserving part of the original toothed right side now coated with cement. Found on April
19, 1955 in a modern house wall on the north side of Asteroskopeiou Street, southwest of the
Church of the Holy Apostles (N 16).
H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.06 m.; Th. 0.095 m.; LH. ca. 0.007 m.
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Inv. No. I 6726
CITATION
saec. II/I a.
lacuna
[oLt TpvrvetS]

rTol

ral[4]

[av HTjs4fvX]js^ vel /3ovX].j^
in corona
[---]ov
lacuna

The title of the officemight be restoredfor the Treasurerof the Boule or the Treasurer
of the Phyle, the former being more often cited by title than the latter. The lettering, of
which there is very little preserved (note particularly the apices and curved bar of alpha),

gives a rough indicationof date.
9 (PI. 59). Fragmentof Hymettian marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
April 13, 1935 in a late contextwest of the East Stoa (O 13-14).
H. 0.10m.;W. 0.094m.;Th. 0.03 m.;LH. 0.009m.
Inv. No. 1 2765

PRYTANEIS (?)
ca. med. saec. I a.

Col. I

Col. II

lacuna
]0ov

[----[-?-[ demotic?

[-

5

- -

[---[

-

lacuna

Ile]pLdvbpov

] vacat

- -

]TELov

MEvE]o0E'w0
]TEL-

vacat

OV

V[

demotic?

v[

demnotic?]

]

- -

A[---------]
lacuna

10

The date is suggestedby the style of lettering, cf. Imagines inscriptionumatticarum,
2nd ed., no. 115. With fewer than a dozen occurrences,Periander is not a common Attic
name, and I have discoveredno other Athenian Periander from the 1st century before
Christ.The closestin date was fatherof Antigenes,ephebefor Pallene in 117/6 B.C. (IG II2,
1009, col. IV, line 82). Menestheus (line 5) was a more popular Attic name and has more
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than two dozen occurrences. Those known in the 1st century B.C. are as follows: Menestheus, son of Menestheus, of Erchia, an official at Delos perhaps about the middle of the
century (NPA, p. 126) and Menestheus (the name is here corrected from the editio princeps), father of Thasios of Myrrhinoutta, who is recorded on a columnar gravestone from
the Agora (Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 55, no. 103).
10 (PI. 59). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
June 1, 1933 in a late context east of the Tholos (H 11).
H. 0.132 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.06 m.; LH. 0.009 m.

Inv. No. I 903
OFFICERS OF THE BOULE
post med. saec. I a.
vacat 0.060 m.
avrt[ypae ?vs-]

r17[------]
ypa[p..kaTrevs Kara 7TpvravTeav]

vacat [--------]
vacat
LTro[vpybse7rt KSaba----]

vacat
Line 2. Pi might alternatively be read. Indeed, there is a trace of a second vertical line
at the edge of the stone, but I do not believe it belongs to a letter.
The lettering is neat and unadorned. The presence of the litourgist invites comparison
with Agora XV, no. 287 and Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 290-292, no. 19 (including Agora XV,
no. 284) and pp. 292-295, no. 20, which have been dated about 40-30 B.C.4 The second of
these parallels gives the order as antigrapheus, hypogrammateus, litourgist. The stone is
broken in the new inscription, and we cannot be certain, but ypap.k.arevs, probably Kara
rTpvTavctav, renders an even left margin, whereas v7roypa/.k/kaTESV would extend three
spaces into the margin.
11. The combination of Agora XV, nos. 290 and 292 (and, on the leverse, nos. 400 and 427)
was suggested as "highly probable" by D. M. Lewis (CR 27, 1977, p. 94) and was subsequently studied by this author (Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 297-299, no. 22 and pp. 309-311,
no. 31). A physical join between Agora XV, no. 292 (= 427), frag. b and no. 290 (= 400)
was confirmed by means of a cast taken to the Epigraphical Museum in the summer of 1979
(see Phoenix 35, 1981, p. 88). Agora XV, no. 292 (= 427), frag. a also belongs (ibid.), and
the text on the reverse must be assigned to an archon whose deme was either Leukonoion or
Antinoeis but who was not Lykomedes. The date of the obverse has been discussed most
recently by D. J. Geagan (AJP 100, 1979, pp. 65-68), who suggests the year 22/1 as the
most appropriate date for the archonship of Apolexis and the third hoplite generalship of
Antipatros Phyleus.
4 See also

25, lines 24-25.
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Several minor changes may be made in the text of Agora XV, nos. 290 + 292 = Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 298, no. 22: the name in line 88 should read D8)tba[s];5 E. Kapetanopoulos
suggests (per litt.) that line 91 should be read as "EXE[vos]in the nominative; and in line 94
the kappa in the patronymic should be dotted (it might alternatively be read as chi).
12 (PI. 60). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, and right side. The
back is flat, but the surface has flaked off, and there is evidence of cement. The front twothirds of the left side has diagonal cutting marks; the back one-third is roughly worked. The
fragment seems to taper slightly in thickness from top to bottom. Found on July 27, 1970 in
a green lime mortar wall (0/6-6/5).
H. 0.124 m.; W. 0.115 m.; Th. 0.037 m. (top), 0.038 m. (bottom); LH. 0.012 m.

Inv. No. I 7162
ERECHTHEIS
aet. Aug.
X. o
- apXoro
e [rt
s- 'H[- ..ca 7-9..apxovrot

O[ rrpvrdv}]
TaELs]

E[pe)(j?Tos' 4fvXrjS reL/?O-avTrE rov]
eavrS)[v ra,tdav? KaLTrovsaELtreTrovs]
- - - - - - - -]
erovvos
avey[paav
rr'

5

X.[ ------]
lacuna

Line 1. Of the first letter of the archon's name, the bottom portions only of two vertical
strokes are preserved, and the letter may alternatively be pi. Much less likely, the first
vertical could be taken as belonging to iota and the second as part of a succeeding letter
which had a left vertical stroke.
Line 3. The treasurer is a very appropriate officer to be singled out for special honors
in a prytany dedication (see commentary on 13, below). Other officials are possible.
Line 5. Following sigma there is evidence of the upper left corner of a letter composed
of a vertical stroke with finial at the top and a joining horizontal line. The shape is inconsistent with epsilon and eta preserved elsewhere in this fragment. It might be from rho or beta,
but one would expect some downward curvature of the horizontal stroke near the edge of
the stone. More significantly, however, XP and EB are extremely unlikely, if not impossible,
sequences of letters here. Pi would offer an acceptable sequence of letters, but in this script
one would expect the top stroke of pi to overlap the verticals.
The date is suggested by the lettering in which the pronounced ornate serifs are quite
remarkable (cf. Imagines inscriptionum atticarum, 2nd ed., nos. 120 and 125).
For possible association with the following inscription see commentary on 13, below.
13 (PI. 60). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, right and left sides but
with the smooth, tapering back preserved. Found on April 18, 1934 in a late context south of
the Tholos (G 12).
H. 0.073 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.043 m. (top), 0.044 m. (bottom); LH. 0.012 m. (line 2), 0.009 m. (lines 3-4).
5There are traces of letters but I cannot read the patronymic.
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Inv. No. I 1810
LIST OF PRYTANEIS
aet. Aug.
Iacuna
[_--].[
?
I
Aa[ --]
vacat 0.015 m.
[--]c)wv>raasg
5

[--]o. [KXtb-,

X.[----]

lacuna
Line 1. There are traces of the bottom of two vertical strokes, perhaps from eta or pi.
Line 2. The lettering in this line is larger than in the following lines of names, and it
may belong to a heading, especially since an uninscribed space of 0.015 m. (enough for a
line and interline of the height in lines 4 and 5) has been left between it and the following
lines. There appears to be enough surface of the stone preserved before lambda to indicate
that it was the first letter of its line. If the two letters belong to the name of a deme, which
would be appropriate above the two personal names including the treasurer, then it must be
either Lakiadai or Lamptrai (see comment below). Lambda, however, seems surprisingly
far to the right for the initial letter of a demotic heading.
Line 5. There is the trace of a letter at the edge of the stone which might belong to the
foot of an omega.
This fragment at first suggested association with 12, on the basis of (1) the similar
grayish white marble, (2) the texts, in which 12 belongs to the phyle Erechtheis and honors
a tribal officer who is probably the treasurer, and 13 cites a tamias and very possibly mentions Lamptrai which was a deme of Erechtheis, and especially (3) the similar, ornate lettering, which is also a very good indication of the date (see comment on 12). There are
problems, however, which make the association far from certain. The findspots (0 6, G 12)
are distant (see Agora XV, pl. 2). The thickness is different but part of the difference may be
accounted for by the taper. There are also slight differences in the letter shapes and serifs,
although some variation must be tolerated, since the alphas, for instance, in lines 3 and 4 of
12 differ slightly. The difference in letter height between lines 2 and 4-5 of 13 would be
unusual within a prytany register.
14 (PI. 60). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken all around but preserving the original
rough-picked back. Found on November 9, 1936 in a modern house wall on the north slope
of the Areopagus (M-N 19). The upper portion of the face is uninscribed. The text was
identified as a prytany dedication by D. J. Geagan (per litt.).
H. 0.289 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.082 m.; LH. 0.015 m.
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Inv. No. I 4321

DEDICATION OF PRYTANEIS (?)
aet. Rom.
vacat
[

xo]o

[-demotic

]VL,

[- - - - - ?I0'
[

[

i[----]pver[a
[..oQt
lacuna

]

]

Only an approximate indication of date may be given, since few letters have been preserved, and their outlines are imperfectly defined because of damage to the surface of the
stone. The deme in line 2 might be Azenia, Sounion, Apollonieis, or Paiania. The tops only
of omikron, iota, and phi are in evidence in line 3.
15 (PI. 60). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the right, bottom, and back but preserving the original top edge with shallow drafting and the left side which is smoothly finished at
the edge and toothed-chiseled toward the back. Found on May 13, 1937 in Late Roman
filling of a trench for an early monument east of the Tholos (H 12).
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.075 m.; LH. 0.027 m.

Inv. No. I 4845

SECRETARY OF THE BOULEUTAI
s. I-IIp.
yp(allaTrveS)

/3ovXE[vrT&v]

The architectural considerations and the very large lettering set this inscription quite
distinctly apart from the normal prytany monuments of the Roman period. FP appear in
ligature. A vertical stroke is preserved where the stone is broken at the right, and there
appears also to be a trace of the middle stroke of epsilon. The trace is so disposed that the
letter would not have been as tall as the beta but of about the same height as lambda. The
alternative reading would be eta, i.e. yp(azparevs) /3ovXA[sj]. Either official would be an
appropriate dedicator of such a monument. The official's name and demotic may be presumed to have followed his title.
16. Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 303, no. 28, lines 5-6 should be corrected to read:
T7S
[vo]v KTJPaVKar

Kiat a(7qpov)]
ov[[AXr

[M]a (pKov) Ttye'XXtov Aov[wrov 'AroXA]

is
trace of a right slanting stroke, pointed out to me by D. Jordan, at
the
In line 6 there
the left edge of the stone. The addition of the praenomen makes the parallel of Marcus
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Tigellius in IG II2, 3297, cited in my commentary (op. cit., p. 304), even more cogent, and
the dedicator of the statue of Hadrian is probably identical with the herald of the boule and
demos. An earlier member of the family, also named Marcus Tigellius Lupus, probably the
father, is recorded in two inscriptions at Ephesos (see D. Knibbe and R. Merkelbach, ZPE

33, 1979, pp. 124-125).
17 (PI. 60). Fragmentof Pentelic marble, brokenat the top, bottom,left side, and back but
preserving the smooth right side. Found on March 30, 1936 in a marble pile in the area of
the western part of the Odeion. The text was recognized as a fragment of a prytany inscription by D. J. Geagan.
H. 0.138 m.; W. 0.117 m.; Th. 0.077 m.; LH. 0.01 m.

Inv. No. I 3928
OFFICERS OF THE BOULE
s. IIp.
lacuna
7.[pa]x A (ovAr^)[((at)

(,0ovf)] (?)

'IoSvt(os)Ato[--]
Kjpvf6 aQo[v]

[Ar]sK
ibr[ov]

5

[..]..[---]
lacuna

Line 1. The fourth letter is clearly cursive mu, which, by itself, suggests a date well
first letter, the bottom of a vertical stroke is preserved,
theperiod. Of
into the Late Roman
and of possible letters, gammaa,iota, tauhi,phietc., gamma is the obvious choice for the
reading of y[pa],u(arEVs). There is perhaps even a trace of the bottom of alpha. Following
mu there is evidence of a horizontal stroke which could be part of beta, and the office will be
Secretary of the Boule and Demos or Secretary of the Bouleutai, either of which will have to
be abbreviated, for there is space for only four or five letters following the dotted beta. The
choice of official is not easy since both occur on the prytany lists of the Late Roman period,
but the former appears regularly and the latter only occasionally, and for this reason Secretary of Boule and Demos is here preferred. There is a problem, in any case, in this inscription in the order of the citations. J. H. Oliver pointed out in his review of Agora XV (AJP
97, 1976, pp. 91-93) that the "herald (of the boule and demos) after 126/7 heads the list of
(non-Eleusinian) aisiti . . .." Perhaps the new inscription belongs before 126/7, but not
only the script but also the type of abbreviation (cf. Agora XV, no. 445 of about A.D. 200,
with comment by D. J. Geagan, Hesperia, Suppl. XII, p. 112, and Hesperia 47, 1978, pp.
302-303, no. 27) favor a date well into the 2nd, if not at the beginning of the 3rd, century
after Christ.
Line 2. Dio- ought to complete the secretary's name, i.e. it should not be part of the
demotic of Diomeia. One Junius Diomedieus is attested as the holder of property in IG II2,
2776, lines 88 and 184 (see Hesperia 41, 1972, pp. 71 and 73), dated by Kirchner to the
reign of Hadrian and by S. Follet (Etudes, no. 79, p. 44) to about A.D. 105. This is the only
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but Diomedieus is too long for the space, a maximum
Attic occurrence of Junius Dio---,
of three letters from omikron to the edge of the stone. Curtailment of the title of the official is
certainly acceptable and paralleled but curtailment of the official's name seems out of the
question. The name may have been Dios, or another short Dio- name, as yet unattested in
Athens with Junius.
Line 4. With syllabic division the lambda will extend into the left margin. The horizontal stroke over kappa, indicating the abbreviation, gives the letter the appearance of a
tailed rho.
Line 5. There are traces of the tops of several letters in this line, a horizontal followed
by the tips of two verticals, but the evidence is insufficient to determine the letters and the
name.
18 (PI. 61). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found in
October 1974 during the washing of marbles collected in the summer of 1974 from the
demolition of the Roman Round Building, the Late Roman curved wall, and the Byzantine

wall (J/7, 20-4/15, 5/14).
H. 0.22 m.; W. 0.14 m.; Th. 0.145 m.; LH. 0.010-0.012 m.

Inv. No. I 7491

PRYTANEIS (?)
saec. II p.
[ --

lacuna
- 8b]poso 'Hp[----]

[- - - ---]
[- - - - -

[---

5

vacat
'E]7rTKrTT4[ov]

]s)

[- - - - - -

[------]ob8(p[ov]

------]aro[v9] vel [-------]aro[v]
0.035 m. vacat to bottom of fragment
The format is typical of the registers of the prytany lists, and the script is characteristic
of the Late Roman period. Unfortunately, the only name which can be fully determined,
Epiktetos (line 3), is one of the most common personal names in Late Roman Athens. Of the
first two letters in line 1, only the faint outlines are preserved. The third letter presents the
bottom of a rounded letter which might, epigraphically, also be read as theta.
19. Fragment of an opisthographic Pentelic marble stele, broken at the top and the right but
preserving part of the original left side. For the inscription on the back, really the obverse,
see W. Peek, AthMitt 67, 1942, pp. 152-153, no. 327. A vertical groove was cut into the
stone and serves as the left margin. The text was brought to my attention as a list of prytaneis by E. Kapetanopoulos (per litt.), cf. Follet, Etudes, p. 254 and J. H. Oliver, Hesperia
11, 1942, p. 48, comment on no. 15. Ed. J. Kirchner, IG II2, 2478.
H. 0.24 m.; W. 0.28 m.; Th. 0.08 m.; LH. 0.015 m. (0.02 m., line 10).
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E.M. 6148
PANDIONIS
med. saec. II p.
lacuna

IX . EvOv,o[,[as]
'

Hptjqt,uLysV7Azya0[---]

5

'
'Aprelt/co EAEvoivt[ov]
' HAo3copos 'Apr.t[4covos]
'Aprelcov) vacat

'
.(X . AyaOwvvacat
. At' . roTpos'vacat
Zcoras AtloVv'ov

Kopvv/3os)
vacat 0.04 m. to bottom
Line 1. Flavius Euthykomas was eponymos and prytanis in the archonship of Mamertinus, 166/7 (Agora XV, no. 369, lines 8, 11 = IG II2, 1773).
Line 2. Primigenes, with orthography iota, is attested in Attic prosopography elsewhere only as Primigenes, son of a homonym, who was ephebe for Phegaia in an inscription
dated by Kirchner about A.D. 110 (Follet, Etudes, p. 205, suggests bringing the date down to
132). Preimigenes, with orthography ?t, is a little more common, with four attestations in
Attic prosopography, none, however, in Pandionis.
Lines 4-5. The brothers Heliodoros and Artemon, both sons of Artemon, were again
prytaneis in 166/7 (Agora XV, no. 369, lines 36, 37), and Heliodoros has a third attestation
as prytanis about A.D. 160 (Agora XV, no. 362, line 5) and was probably father of Artemon,
prytanis in 209/10 (Agora XV, no. 460, line 73 - IG II2, 1077). Artemon, son of Eleusinios, was kosmete in 143/4 (IG II2, 2050, line 4) and prytanis again about A.D. 160 (Agora
XV, no. 362, line 4).
Line 7. Sporos, the son of a homonym, was prytanis for Kydathenaion in a text dated
Meritt
and Traill at the end of the 2nd century after Christ, but which is more correctly
by
dated about A.D. 160 (Agora XV, no. 437, line 26). He was again prytanis (the luna is
restored) about 160 (Agora XV, no. 362, line 10). A son probably is Th[. .]genes, who was
ephebe in IG II2, 2130, line 116, dated by S. Follet to 195/6.
Line 9. Korynbos is attested in only one Attic deme, Paiania, and the prytanis is very
probably identical to the hyposophronistes in 161/2 (IG II2, 2085, line 22). He was again
prytanis in 169/70 (Agora XV, no. 378, line 27). His son is probably an ephebe about the
middle of the century (IG II2, 2061, line 5). The father of the prytanis may be identified
with Korymbos, son of Phokion, of Paiania, sophronistes in 145/6 (IG II2, 2054, line 8),
restored as ephebe in 125/6 (IG II2, add. ad 2037, line 48).
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20 (PI. 61). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
March 3, 1934 in a late context just outside the Tholos on the north (G 11).
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.145 m.; Th. 0.058 m.; LH. 0.009-0.011 m. (phi 0.027 m.).

Inv. No. I 1442
AEISITOI
ca. 150-160p.
lacuna
[a?i(CT?r]o

[NoI4LMLo]s'JepodavTJs]
b[aXipevu]
[No,laos ' IE]pOKr)pvfb[aA7]p?vs]

lacuna
The order of the citations, Hierophant-Hierokeryx-[Dadouch], gives an important indication of date, for this inversion of the normal order, Hierophant-Dadouch-Sacred Herald, is attested on four other inscriptions from the period between 136/7 and 159/60, more
probably between 148/9 and 159/60 (see Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 305, comment on line 6,
with correction, p. 474; for the demotic of the hieraules see Phoenix 35, 1981, pp. 89-90).
21 (PI. 61). Tiny fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back, found on
May 19, 1937 in a Late Roman disturbance in a Classical floor to the southeast of the
Propylon to the Bouleuterion (H 11).
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.032 m.; Th. 0.018 m.; LH. 0.017 m.

Inv. No. I 4881
DEDICATION

OF PRYTANEIS

a. 170/1 p.
[irL apXoovros Tt,3EpLov M]e/4[ltov]

[PXcaKKovMapaOovi[ov ol] 7rpv[ra]
[v?tlS7rjg -ca-9Ov]4 rj [ret]
[jrocravreI

5

cavTovs KaL] TO\:[s aL]
vacat
[clrTOVS aveypalav]

lacuna
The standard formula in lines 3-4 allows a close approximation of the length of line.
At the left edge of line 1 there is preserved the trace of a bottom horizontal stroke. The letter
might be epsilon, zeta, or xi, and the context of the following mu makes the last two very
unlikely. Tiberius Memmius Flaccus of Marathon, who was archon in A.D. 170/1, admirably suits the preserved letters and the spacing of lines 1-2. Before the reading of epsilon
in line 1 the length of line, disposition of text, and general shapes of letters suggested that
this piece might belong to Agora XV, no. 327. This suggestion was quickly rejected upon
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examination of the letter height and type of marble, but it prompted a re-examination of the
spacing of the restored parts of Agora XV, nos. 327 and 328 = Hesperia 32, 1963, pp.
73-74, nos. IA and IB. That inscription is opisthographic, and the stone has been broken
neatly along both left and right sides; the restoration at the left of one text must accordingly
approximate in length the restoration at the right of the other, etc. Applying this observation, and allowing for syllabic division and the same spacing in the restored, as in the preserved, portions, I offer the following revised texts:
Agora XV, no. 327, revised
[AvroKparopa Kal]oTapaTp[ata]
ov Ze/]arrorov 'O[Av]
[vov'
Abptav

[UXrt0ovKat HaaveAA]riLtov o[ T7rpv]

[riavets rjs

'

AKaavy?]Ti8boso

()[vs']

Agora XV, no. 328, revised
[Avr]oKparopa [Ka5'-apa Tpatavov]
[' A8pi]avov E[/3aao-rov ' OXv.trtov]
[Kat IIfa]veXh7v[tov ot lrpvravets]

[rT^sAi]avr'bo[s' fvrjs' ----]
In line 4 of the first text I have changed the name of the tribe from Hippothontis of
both the editio princeps and Agora XV to Akamantis. There are three possible tribal names,
Leontis, Akamantis, and Hippothontis. The spacing of the preserved letters in line 4 of the
first text is slightly closer than in the preceding three lines and excludes Leontis. Hippothontis, which is only a half letter, i.e. iota, longer than Akamantis, may well be possible,
but is slightly too long for my estimate of the spacing. An argument of succession according
to the official tribal order has little support in the other multiple-text prytany monuments.
The random order of the year's prytaneis is more to be expected than the official tribal
order.
22 (Pls. 62, 63, Fig. 1). Fourteen fragments from a Pentelic marble block inscribed on two
adjacent faces, found on April 28, 1937 in a disturbed area in a Classical floor just to the
south of the Propylon of the Bouleuterion (H 11). Eight of the fragments were assigned the
number I 4840, and the remaining six the number I 4841. LH. is ca. 0.013 m. (heading)
and ca. 0.009 m. (register).
1 4840
a: H. 0.075m.;W. (faceI) 0. 12 m., (faceII) 0.165m.
b: H. 0.06 m.;W. (faceI) 0.11 m., (faceII) 0.14 m.
c: H. 0.02 m.;W. 0.025m.
d: H. 0.06 m.;W. (faceI) 0.04 m., (faceII) 0.075m.
e: H. 0.055m.;W. (faceI) 0.105m., (faceII) 0.055m.
f: H. 0.065m.;W. (faceI) 0.24 m.
g: H. 0.04 m.;W. (faceI) 0.095m., (faceIII) 0.125m.
h: H. 0.045m.;W. (faceI) 0.12 m., (faceIII) 0.08 m.
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a,b,c,etc.=
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1
I 4840

E
A

B^m

I 960
1o0

FIG. 1. 22 (I 4840/4841)

I 4841
A :H.
B : H.
C : H.
D: H.
E : H.
F : H.

0.06 m.; W. (face I) 0.11 m., (face II) 0.11 m.
0.05 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.03 m.
0.015 m.; W. 0.04 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
0.015 m.; W. 0.025 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
0.015 m.; W. 0.035 m.; Th. 0.03 m.
0.03 m.; W. 0.062 m.; Th. 0.05 m.

A fifteenth fragment, also of Pentelic marble, preserving part of the toothed-chiseled
left side but otherwise broken, was subsequently associated as belonging to the same inscription as I 4840/4841. It was found on June 13, 1933 in a late context east of the Tholos (I
11).
H. 0.07 m.; W. 0.069 m.; Th. 0.103 m.; LH. 0.009 m.

Inv. No. I 960
With the exception of I 4840 c and I 960, all fragments can be precisely placed either by physical join
or textual link (see Fig. 1):
i) A tiny portion of the top of I 4840 e joins the bottom of 4840 a.
ii) The bottom of I 4840 e joins the top of I 4841 F.
iii) The bottom of I 4841 Fjoins the top of I 4840 d.
iv) The bottom of I 4841 A (left face) touches a tiny portion of the top of I 4840 a.
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v) The bottom of I 4841 Cjoins the top left of I 4841 A.
vi) A tiny portion of the bottom of I 4840f touches the top of I 4840 h and has a textual link with
1 4840 a.
vii) I 4840 b has a textual link with I 4840 a, both on the left side.
viii) I 4841 E has part of the spring of the upper molding and can be linked textually with I 4841 B
and I 4841 D.
ix) I 960, if correctly assigned (the color of the marble is darker and the apices are slightly different),
from lettering and physical characteristics would have to belong to the left side (its own left side, i.e. the back
of the monument, has been toothed-chiseled unlike the right side of the monument evidenced on I 4840 g,
which was finished smooth and may have been inscribed, although no letters are extant on the preserved
portion).

PRYTANEIS OF UNKNOWN PHYLE
Face I = Front
a. 176/7 p.
er a[pxovTros 'Apr]r. OKXe'86ov
I 4840 a

Trov(tA[Lo-]rei'8ov

I 4840f-g

Hetpateogs
ot 7Tpv]

[T7rl r?s -' rpvravetas
- - -- -]
raveLS r[

I 4840 e
1 4841 F
I 4840 d

f v[^S] vv]
eavrov]F Kat rovs:

r[?eL].'r.[arTes
aE[to-LTrovsavEypatav]
[rcTvtovl

I 4840 h

5

- ?o --------]
?

Unplaced fragment, probably from register:
I 4840 c
_-

].

[--

--]..[---

AIANTIS OR AIGEIS
Face II = Left Side
a. 176/7 p.
I 4841 E, D
[ayaO]. t TV'Xr[t]
I '4841 C
[Ert apXovros 'Ap]tTrroK[Aet8]ov roV (tAt
" I^ T-T / 4841
[orTLbov HIlpacE'cos p]v rqv[eLas] beKarT?s
[ol 7TpvrTavetS Tr7s Aavrm8bos?] )v.X?r7s
rTEt.[7k]
4840 a

I 4841 B

5

[o'avres

A

aCvrovT Ka' rovs a]LtoeTrovs aveyp.a[q]
kt [av]

I 4840 b

[drrovvzos? O]vaA\pLosMa[eprt?v]os Mapa.dn[tos]

I 4840 e
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]o9rapy4rTTt[os]
[_-ca.9-__-]QO. .QLA[-----------]ovs
[vacat
[(PaX2qp?e]is.
10 [

---------]

[]
[_ _ __ __ _
1 960

lacuna
At[ -------------]

[---

-------]

[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]
] [

---

- - - - -o]v vv

15
I4840 d

lacuna

I[----------]
lacuna
Face I
The photographs and Figure 1 make clear the fully and partially preserved letters, and
an epigraphical commentary for the letters which are dotted in the text is therefore generally unnecessary.
Lines 1-2. Although Pittakys had restored the first name correctly, and Dittenberger
the patronymic, Follet (Athenes, p. 395, no. 6) was the first to read the name Aristokleides,
son of Philisteides, of Peiraieus as archon of IG II2, 2148, which has been associated as belonging to the same text with IG II2, 2105, 2101, 2107, 2174, 2164, and 2276. Her date for
the archonship is 176/7 (op. cit., p. 401). The family is discussed in Hesperia 47, 1978, p.
322, note to lines 19-20.
Face II
Line 3. The dating formula is unusual, and I have suggested the normal formula on the
front. The fact that this text is dated to the tenth prytany makes it more probably the second
of the inscriptions and allows the determination of "front"and "side".
Line 4. The text has been attributed to Aiantis in preference to Aigeis on the grounds
that the man in line
7, and not line 8, was the eponymos (see following comments).
Line 7. Valerius Mamertinus of Marathon was a distinguished Athenian in the second
half of the 2nd century after Christ, having served as archon in A.D. 166/7 (IG 12, 1773 =
Agora XV, no. 369) and hoplite general in A.D. 168/9 (Hesperia, Suppl. XII, pp. 194195 = Agora XV, no. 375). He is cited by Philostratos as an enemy of Herodes (V.S. II, 1,
p. 67, ed. Kayser) and appears twice in an important rescript of Marcus Aurelius to appeals
from Athens, dated about A.D. 174/5 (Hesperia, Suppl. XIII, fr. E, p. 4, lines 9-13 and p. 6,
line 51). Normally a single dignatory, the eponymos, appears immediately beneath the dedicatory formulas terminating in aveypa4cav. Here two officials are recorded (see comment
on line 8) causing some uncertainty in the identification of the eponymos.
Line 8. The demotic might be restored Fapy'rTTt[ot] and the text assigned to Aigeis, but
this is unlikely, for the demotic of a register should be centered over the column, and an
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official from Marathon, especially if he is an eponymos, makes little sense with a roster of
Aigeis. The demotic, then, is almost certainly in the singular and the man an officer of the
Athenian state. But which officer? Two officials appear beneath the dedicatory formula in
Agora XV, no. 405, lines 12-13 (= IG II2, 1791). Unlike the present text, however, they
both belong to the same phyle, Attalis, which made the dedication. Although only the last
letter, sigma, of each title is preserved, the first has been identified as the eponymos and the
second as the exegete. One of the two is certainly the eponymos, and the second man, Publius Aelius Theophilos, appears, with the title exegete, as the first name under the first
demotic in the register of another prytany inscription (Agora XV, no. 402, lines 7-8; the
text is dated 181/2, Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 319). The staff of the pythochrestos exegete is
cited in a recently discovered Agora text as having undertaken the duties of the hoplite
general (Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 325, no. 40, lines 3-6 with commentary, p. 326). The title
eponymos suits the estimated length of space in line 7 of the new inscription, and I suggest
its restoration there and the concommitant assignment of the list to Aiantis, in preference to
eponymos in line 8 and assignment to Aigeis. The Gargettian of line 8, accordingly, may
have been the exegete or another official of the Athenian state. The problem might be resolved if the traces of the other letters in line 8 could be sensibly interpreted. As indicated in
Figure 1, I see the following successive traces: part of a rounded letter, i.e. omikron or theta,
a lower horizontal stroke as if from epsilon or sigma, part of a vertical stroke, another lower
horizontal stroke, the bottom half of omikron or theta, the lower corner of sigma, and the
bottom left portion of a slanting stroke and a trace of the bottom right, i.e. either lambda or
alpha, more likely the former since there seems to be enough preserved to rule out a crossbar. I cannot make sense of these letters and traces, but from their position in the line and
from the fact that the demotic is immediately preceded by OX they likely belong to a Roman
name. Gargettos had many distinguished members in the Late Roman period, for example,
the hoplite general and priest of Apollo Patroos in 186/7, whose name has also perished but
seems to have been of about the same length as that recorded here (Agora XV, no. 411, lines
9-10). Indeed, the last-mentioned text, a prytany dedication of Oineis, preserves a roster of
three officials between the heading and the register. The third man bears the demotic
Acharneus and has been reasonably identified as the eponymos, an identification which is
strengthened by the fact that he served as eponymos in another prytany list (Agora XV, no.
452, line 7). The second official is a well-known Hagnousian, Gaius Pinarius Proklos, and
from the parallel of IG 112, 1791 (see comment above) A. E. Raubitschek suggested that his
office was that of exegete (Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 280). Whatever the identification of
this official, the order of the officers in Agora XV, no. 411 supports the alternative interpretation of the new text, i.e. eponymos from Gargettos in line 8 and tribe of Aigeis in line 4.
Line 9. Sigma followed by vacat is correctly spaced for the last letter of a demotic at the
head of column I of the register. If the text belongs to Aiantis, then Phaleron is the only
possible deme; if it belongs to Aigeis, then Erchia, Kollytos, etc. are possible.
Line 19. The upper part of a vertical stroke in the middle ofthe letter space can be only iota.
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23 (PI. 64). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
March 29, 1937 in Late Roman road fill west of the central part of the Stoa of Attalos (P 9).
The face is damaged at the right and left.
H. 0.156 m.; W. 0.137 m.; Th. 0.089 m.; LH. 0.010-0.022 m.

Inv. No. I 4669
AEISITOI

ca. 170-190 p.(?)
lacuna
[aCti]4[lTOl] ?

vacat
[ca. 2/2-3 'Iep]o f[avT771]

[--[---

5

[_

Aa]8oV[[Xog]
4I]EpoK[^pv6]

ca.4]
4

T 3<w>g[(?]

[K'jpv6] 3ovXA^ [Ka'tL
b8fov]

Line 1. What appears to be the bottom horizontal stroke of a letter is preserved in this
line. The interspacing is more than enough for an intervening line and two interspaces. If
the stroke belongs to an epsilon of ato-etTot, it is strange that an uninscribed line was left
under the heading. Alternatively, it might belong to a name in the roster of prytaneis or to a
chance mark on the stone.
The Altar Priest first makes his appearance in the roster of aeisitoi in A.D. 169/70
(Agora XV, no. 378, line 66), which offers an approximate terminus post quem for this
inscription. The relative spacing of the lines suggests the following restorations:
['Iozv(Atos)

IEp]of)[adVTr1s]

[AtiA(tos)Aa]8ov[Xo0]
[ Epez(vLos')
[ME//.k(tos)]

I]EpoK[ Jpv6]
E''t y3<co>

[cOL]

In line 5 omikron was inscribed for omega.
The most recent table of the aeisitoi lists, by Follet (Athenes, pp. 490-505), attests this
roster between the years 177/8 (Agora XV, no. 420; see Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 330) and
182/3 (Agora XV, no. 387; for the date see S. I. Rotroff, Hesperia 44, 1975, p. 407). Their
maximum possible joint tenure would be from 170/1 to about 190/1, for Peinarius was
Sacred Herald in 169/70 and Claudius had replaced Memmius as Altar Priest by about
190/1 (Follet, loc. cit.).
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24 (PI. 64). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
March 18, 1937 in late Byzantine fill over the southeast corner of the Temple of Ares (K 8).
H. 0.113 m.; W. 0.138 m.; Th. 0.06 m.; LH. 0.009 m.

Inv. No. I 4636
LEONTIS
ca. a. 180p.
lacuna
[XoXXAhbat]

lacuna
[Era 'Eraya]qos'
[ra

Er]T]trKTrTro

[?ra K]o.ptvOos
5

[ZA/X]7rptos

)

[?r?]paLrto[s ----]
v'
- - - -]
Aq)po[8et0tos
lacuna

The inscribed surface is convex, indicating that the fragment belongs to a cylindrical
monument such as were sometimes inscribed with lists of prytaneis (Agora XV, nos. 369373, 376-378, 392, etc.). Indeed, the color of marble and the style of lettering closely resemble Agora XV, no. 374, and it is possible that both fragments belong to the same inscription.
The letter height in Agora XV, no. 374 is greater than that in the new fragment, but the
former belongs to the heading, which was often inscribed in larger lettering than the register, to which the latter belongs. Agora XV, nos. 372 and 374 were associated by Follet as
belonging to the same monument (Athenes, pp. 216-217), discussed by this author (Phoenix
35, 1981, pp. 88-89).
Line 1. The demotic is restored from the prosopographical evidence of lines 2-4 (see
following notes). It is not certain that the register was listed by demotic, but the first three
names can positively be identified with Cholleidai, and none of the succeeding three names
can be assigned with certainty to any other Leontid deme.
Lines 2-4. The center of theta has been lost, but there can be no question as to the
identification of the letter. The name is restored from, and the man identified with Statius
Epagathos in Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 313, no. 34, line 14, who is followed in the succeeding
two lines, as here, by Statius Epiktetos and Statius Korinthos, all three of whom were again
prytaneis in the archonship of Claudius Demostratos of Melite, A.D. 180/1 (see ibid., pp.
314-315, comment on lines 12, 14, and 15).
Line 5. One Flavius Demetrios was prytanis for Cholleidai in the Hesperia text mentioned in the preceding note (line 10). He might be the same man as the prytanis here,
having obtained Roman citizenship in the interval of time between the two inscriptions.
Demetrios, however, is an extremely common Attic name, and no certainty of identification
may be entertained.
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Line 6. The preserved letters at first sight suggested the restoration [ofr]parqj[yos] (cf.
Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 188, line 9), and the appearance of such a military official would
immediately make the identification of the inscription as an ephebic list mandatory. Following tau there seems in evidence the trace of a vertical stroke, and eta, iota, etc. are possible.
High in the next letter space, however, there is evidence of the top of a rounded letter, i.e.
omikron or theta. I suggest, accordingly, that the letters belong to the name Stratios, which
is, admittedly, not otherwise known in Cholleidai.
Line 7. The name is curiously indented one space. ['E7r]a4pop[etros], of course, could
be restored, but it would extend one space into the margin.
25 (PI. 64). a: Opisthographic fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on both sides and at the
top and bottom. Found on March 7,1953 in a Late Roman context above the east end of the
South Stoa II (N 15). The back has been darkly stained probably from a long period in a
bothros (see 26). The right edge (side A) joins the left side of I 4218 (= Agora XV, no. 412).
H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.07 m. (left), 0.081 m. (right); LH. 0.008 m.

Inv. No. I 6584 a
b: Tiny fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, right side, and back,
but preserving part of the rough-picked left side. Found on March 14,1953 among marbles
from a Late Roman context over the South Stoa II (N 15). The right side of this fragment
joins the left side (side B) of I 4218 (= Agora XV, no. 415).
H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.056 m.; Th. 0.04 m.; LH. 0.008 m.

Inv. No. I 6584 b
This opisthographic fragment clearly belongs to the same stele as 11734 (= Agora XV,
nos. 368 and 403), as evidenced by the identical lettering on the respective faces, the tribal
association (Aigeis) on the front, and the color of the marble, particularly the similar dark
staining on the back of the pieces. The pronounced difference in thickness of the fragments
is accounted for by the taper from the thick right side (as seen from face A) to the thinner left
side. This taper confirms the restoration of the text (face A) in which the upper fragment
stands to the left of the lower fragment. The preserved lettering and the restorations indicate
that the stele was about a half meter in width and that the register on face A was of three
columns.
Obverse
AIGEIS
Sculptured Relief

a. 184/5 p.
[,7rt

apxovros

Tl]rov ()X[af3lov Ecoo-tyEvovs

[A1EVoWs
p,7vos M]ovvtx[itWovos -' 7rpvTavetas]
[ol 7rpvraveLS Trs[] Ayrti[oso ret/lo'ravres
av]
[rovS

KatLrovS at]o-ELtro[vs aveypa/av

vacat]

HaX]
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5

[eTwvvos - - - - -]po8[Col. I
missing

-------]
Col. III
lacuna

KoX[Xvrets]
[--]po-e[----]
[-]..[
]
.-

lacuna
[lepav]Xr/s
/[. .] 'E7rafpopbe[[L]

[-------]
Ivacat
[--'A)po]8bElorov
10

--

[

[------

-]8pov

-]ov

[-------

-]

[- - - - - - - o]v
- - - - - - - -]vacat
15

[-------

[------

-]s

]opov
lacuna

ros
20

ypaliJTarTev
Zr/XOrpLoS

^'AveLovos
FapyTjrtos

vacat
XetroVpyos'

YKitaL[os---]
Ha[------]

[e]Tt

25

lacuna
Line 1. The information of the new fragment, together with the association of I 1734
(= Agora XV, no. 368), necessitates a new heading in the combined text, since the archon
Sextus of Phaleron

(A.D.

164/5),

according to the most recent aeisitoi list, is compatible with

neither Epaphrodeitos as hieraules nor with [---] Iao[----] as Skias Guardian. Titus
Flavius Sosigenes of Pallene, however, also suits the letters preserved in line 1, and the date
of his archonship, A.D. 184/5, is conveniently placed both within the period of tenure by
Epaphrodeitos, who was also called Aphrodeisios, of the office of hieraules (see Follet,
Athenes, pp. 497-501) and in the interval between Hermeias and Aristides as Skias Guardian. The new restoration permits the normal word order in the dating formula in line 2
and pays attention to the respective physical features (thickness and lines of fracture) of the
upper and lower fragments. The full name Titus Flavius Sosigenes of Pallene is recorded in
the heading of the ephebic list IG II2, 2291a. He appears in more curtailed format in two
other ephebic lists, IG II2, 2128 and 2129, and in briefest citation, i.e. simply Sosigenes, in
an inscription from the Agora Excavations which S. I. Rotroff has identified as a list of
archons (Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 402-408). One Flavius Sosigenes of Pallene was gymnasiarch and ephebe in the archonship of Biesios Peison (IG II2, 2103, lines 21, 157), which has
been dated by Follet between 173/4 and 175/6. The ephebe may, of course, be a son, although he is generally identified with the archon. If he is the archon, then I prefer to date
Biesios Peison in 173/4 than to believe Sosigenes held his archonship before the normal (the
extraordinary Herodes is the only necessary exception) age of 30.6 Sosigenes was eponymos
in Agora XV, no. 425, dated by Meritt and Traill about 195/6, and by Follet 190/1-200/1
(Athenes, p. 509) and 192/3-200 (p. 518).
6

The archonshipof Dionysios, accordingly,will follow, rather than precede,that of Biesios Peison, with

resultant minor corrigenda in the curriculum vitae of Herodes Atticus (cf. Hesperia, Suppl. XIII, pp. 80-84).
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Line 5. The preserved letters, which will suit the common names Epaphrodeitos and
Aphrodeisios, probably belong to a patronymic, or, less likely, an alternate name. The
man's demotic should appear at the end of the line.
Lines 17-19. Epaphrodeitos is well known in the lists of aeisitoi as the father of Aphrodeisios, and, as mentioned in the note to line 1, sometimes as an alternate name for Aphrodeisios. At the beginning of line 18 there are preserved the traces of two letters: the bottom of
a vertical stroke and the bottom of a stroke slanting upward to the right, i.e. alpha or lambda. The letters might belong to a Roman name, i.e. Flavius, but the vertical is not long
enough for a phi, and Flavius Aphrodeisios of Paiania identified as the hieraules in Agora
XV, no. 410, line 10, and presumably the same man as Epaphrodeitos, was identified by
Follet, I now think correctly, as the wept rTO/3i]jia (Athenes, p. 311; see Phoenix 35, 1981,
pp. 89-90, with note 2).
Lines 20-23. The secretary is, of course, the Secretary of the Bouleutai who was often
recorded, with the hieraules and the Skias Guardian, near the end of the list of aeisitoi.
Lines 24-26. The office of Skias Guardian is well known from the many rosters of
aeisitoi in the Late Roman period, although this instance is, by far, the latest occurrence
with leitourgos in his title (see Hesperia, Suppl. XII, pp. 15 and 110). The three letters
preserved in line 26 cannot belong to a demotic, and in all probability they are from a
patronymic, albeit of an as yet unknown Skias Guardian.7 Hermeias, son of Hermeias, of
Azenia is attested at the latest in 181/2 (Agora XV, no. 402; for the date see Hesperia 47,
1978, p. 319, note to lines 2-3), and the earliest record of Aristides, son of Theogenes, of
Phrearrhoi as Skias Guardian is 186/7 (Agora XV, no. 411). The brief career of the epi
Skiados in the present inscription, accordingly, belongs between these two.
26 (PI. 65). Inscribed on the back of 25, to which the reader is referred for description and
dimensions. As seen from the reverse, the two fragments join Agora XV, no. 415 (the back of
no. 412), above which Agora XV, no. 403 (the back of no. 368) belongs.
Reverse
AIGEIS
ca. a. 188p.
For lines 1-20 see Agora XV, no. 403. Col. I is missing.
[ypap-ar].Evs'
[ypau]J1arevs

25
I 6584 b

KaL rJov
.[ovjs
K[aTa 7rpvTavetav ---

---[v
--------]
[avTLy]paEfv itA)[Xw
[[epa v]Xvs?YE7Tr'v8o[v
EvrTpa6Tbov]
?-?-------[--[le]peVs 4(o-opcov
[{v]7roypa,t/laTev[s

------]
-----

I 6584 a
]

----------------]

vacat ca. 0.035 m.
7 There are about twenty Attic names commencingin

lao--, but the commonones, e.g. Pasion, Pasikles,

Pasikrates, and Pasiades, are not attested in the Roman period, and the names which are attested in the Roman period, e.g. Pasicharianos, Pasianos, Pasin(e)ikos, and Pasippos, are not common.
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The text must postdate 25, on the obverse, which belongs to A.D. 184/5. Spendon (line
24) was hieraules on two other inscriptions: Agora XV, no. 419, dated 188/9, and Agora
XV, no. 420, dated by Meritt and Traill to 190/1, following J. H. Oliver (HThR 43,1950,
pp. 233-235). Follet (Athenes, pp. 307-308), on the basis of the prosopographical information, prefers one cycle earlier, i.e. 177/8. In either case the career of Aphrodeisios as hieraules must be interrupted.
27 (PI. 64). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, right and left sides but
preserving part of the back, the surface of which has been dressed smooth. Found on March
3,1933 in a Late Roman context just east of the Tholos (H 12).
H. 0.245 m.; W. 0.065 m.; Th. 0.079 m.; LH. ca. 0.013 m.

Inv. No. I 502
PRYTANEIS OR EPHEBES (?)
post med. saec. II p.
lacuna

[
[.] 6C---]

nIp[- - - - -]

Ha[- - - - -]
5

[.I

av[-- - - -]

[- - - -]

[.]AFa[----]
[.]AX o[----]
Atoq[- - - - -]
vacat
The marble, thickness, and style of lettering (note phi, for example) suggest that this
fragment might belong with 25, but, although the letter height varies somewhat and the
lettering of 25 was larger and more careless toward the bottom, the lettering here is generally considerably larger than that of 25. Moreover, judging from the thickness, this fragment
would have to belong below 25, but the citations in the right column of that text indicate that
we are near the bottom (unless the citations were inscribed in one column and the register in
another). Finally, the back does not have the same staining as the back of 25. The findspots
of the respective inscriptions are separated.
Line 1. A left sloping stroke and the lower left corner of epsilon or beta are preserved.
Line 7. The sequence AFA makes no sense unless the crossbar of alpha was omitted,
and I assume the lambda belongs to a nomen such as Flavius, Claudius, or Aelius. There is
a short, slightly curved st).oke above the lambda which might be an abbreviation mark.
Line 8. There is a short but deeply cut abbreviation mark over what appears to be a
half-sized lambda. As in the line above, the nomen might be Flavius, Claudius, or Aelius,
and it would also extend one letter space into the margin.
Line 9. The name is probably either Diophantos or Diophanes, although there are
several other rare names, including Diophon, which are also possible.
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28 (PI. 65). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, right side, and back but
preserving part of the original toothed-chiseled left side. Found on June 30, 1947 in debris
over the retaining wall of the Middle Stoa just south of the Civic Offices (I 12).
H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.04 m.; Th. 0.023 m.; LH. 0.01 m.

Inv. No. I 6026
LIST OF NAMES (?)
fin. saec. II p.
lacuna
- - -]
Bo[[- - - - - -]
E7r[-- - - - -]
T. [----]

Line 5. The second letter gives evidence of a vertical stroke at the edge of the stone and
might be epsilon, gamma, eta, pi, etc.
The fragment manifests affinities with Agora XV, nos. 435 and 436, and it is probable
that all three belong to the same inscription. The toothed-chiseling and wear on the left side
have given the three pieces a similar "pebbly" appearance. They also have a similar surface
color, white Pentelic with brownish patches, although Agora XV, no. 435 has also some
darker gray-black stain. The backs have similar mica streaks and the same line of cleavage.
The apices (note particularly sigma) are close, if not identical, in the three fragments. All
are from the same area of the Agora. The left margin is identical on all three, but the demotic is indented in 436, whereas there is no indentation in 435.
29 (PI. 65, Fig. 2). Two inscribed fragments from a Pentelic marble stele. Fragment a is
broken at the top, bottom, and right side but preserves part of the left edge, which bears a
molded frame, and the back, which is beveled. Found on March 17, 1936 in a Hellenistic
context outside the market square and to the southwest (E 15). Fragment b, also broken at
the top, bottom, and right side, preserves part of the original left side with molded frame and
the back with bevel (see Fig. 2). Found of April 26,1939 in a late context outside the market
square to the southwest, west of the Great Drain (C 16). The surface of both fragments
bears a reddish brown stain.
a: H. 0.124 m.; W. 0.152 m.; Th. 0.044 m.; LH. 0.009 m.
b: H. 0.185 m.; W. 0.142 m.; Th. 0.043 m.; LH. 0.009 m.

Inv. Nos. I 3772 a and I 3772 b
PRYTANEIS OR EPHEBES (?)

saec. II-II p.
lacuna
b

.[-

----]

Oe[-------
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FIG. 2. 29, profile

[-

KA(av8ot)
5

-]

Aeto[-------]
Xp ^a[ros ----]
NK[ - - - - - -]

' AA^[---]
Atov.[o --[

10

a

15

---]

Z&ra[ - - - - -]
XAEv[------]
Kap.r[o - - - - - -]
lacuna
A. [-[-----]
Atov[------]
Ayv[----]
"Arra[AXo---]
'HpaK[ ----]
'HpaKco[V ---]

'EAXEv-[vLtos---]

lacuna
The slight difference in thickness suggests b belongs above a.
Line 1. A trace of a low horizontal stroke is preserved in the first letter space and the
bottom of a vertical line in the second.
Line 3. A low horizontal stroke and the spring of a joining rising line are in evidence at
the right edge of the stone. The letter might be xi or zeta. Possible identifications are offered
by Claudius Xenophon, E7rtAtoyevel'ov in A.D. 201/2 (IG II2, 2193, line 149), Claudius
Xenophon, hyposophronistes in 235/6 (IG II2, 2235, line 30), and Claudius Zethos, prytanis in 166/7 (Agora XV, no. 369, line 42 = IG II2, 1773).
Line 8. The fa
ine
of upsilon can be seen in the damaged surface of the stone.
Line 10. A trace of the left stroke of a letter, perhaps mu, is in evidence at the right side
of the inscription.
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Line 11. There is preserved the upper part of probably rho or beta following the second letter, of which the apex only is in evidence. Of the fourth letter, there seems to be part
of an upper horizontal stroke. The name is either Karpos or Karpodoros.
Line 12. The bottoms of three strokes are preserved: the first two seem to slant slightly,
and I take them to be part of alpha or lambda; the third is vertical and close to the second
stroke, and might be from gamma (cf. line 14) but other letters are possible.
Lines 16-17. It is tempting to restore line 16 from 17, but whereas the name Herakon
is only moderately common in Attica (about two dozen occurrences, a third of them from the
2nd century after Christ), there are many names, some of them extremely common in the
Late Roman period, which will complete the sequence HPAK. The most likely candidates
for the identification of Herakon are Herakon, son of Hermogenes, ephebe for Gargettos in
163/4 (IG II2, 2086, line 61); Herakon, the son of Alkimos, councillor for Besa at the
beginning of the 2nd century after Christ (Agora XV, no. 321, line 21), who is very likely an
ancestor of Ailios Herakon, the Elder (?), also a councillor for Besa, in A.D. 141/2 (Agora
XV, no. 334, line 12); and Herakon, father of Deios who was ephebe for Attalis between
A.D. 170/1 and 175/6 (IG II2, 2102, line 136; date by Follet, Athenes, p. 392). The most
probable phyle for these prytaneis or epheboi accordingly is Hadrianis, Attalis, or Aigeis.
Line 18. There is no indentation to mark this line as the demotic of Eleusis, and I
assume, accordingly, that it was the personal name Eleus(e)inios, which was very common,
both with the orthography et and iota alone, in the Late Roman period.
Line 19. The upper portions of several letters are preserved in this line. First there are
the tops of two triangles which might belong to two letters, e.g. AA, but seem to me too close
together for such an identification and are preferably assigned to a single mu. There follow
two verticals, which I take as belonging to eta, the apex of a triangle, and the upper portion
of a vertical stroke. A name commencing in M~qvo-, a very common root in the Late Roman
even MivLtos, are also possible.
period, is probable, but MutVLS>,
30 (PI. 65). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on July
13, 1972 in layer I under marble paving in section I/1, 3-4/7, 8.
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.12 m.; W. of face 0.047 m.; Th. 0.08 m.; LH. 0.011 m.

Inv. No. I 7428
ANTIOCHIS
saec. II/II

p.
lacuna
[E]7T()v[v/JLos?]

[---

-]os' Hpctr - - - ]

['Epya]e^sL
[----o]v
lacuna
There seems to be enough of the surface of the stone preserved following sigma in line
3 to indicate that no letter was inscribed in this space, and AEIX, accordingly, will be the
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termination of a demotic and not part of a name such as Aphrodeisios. Ergadeis, which in
Hesperia, Suppl. XIV, The Political Organization of Attica, Princeton 1975 (p. 93, and p.
114, no. 11) I classified as a "Late Roman Deme", is attested in the 2nd and 3rd centuries
after Christ as a member of Antiochis, where it appears in one other prytany inscription and
four ephebic texts (references, ibid.). It is tempting to restore line 2 of the new inscription as
[)At

iKcta8]osHpco[rTiv], who is attested between about

A.D.

138 and 160, but the roster of

aeisitoi, to which Protion should belong, would not appear above the register of demes, to
which Ergadeis must be assigned. Furthermore, if line 1 is correctly restored as the eponymos, then this fragment very definitely belongs to the top of the register, far removed from
the list of aeisitoi. The spacing of eponymos, however, is troublesome; the first letter appears
further to the right than one would expect. Similarly, in line 4, the upsilon, if read correctly,
ought to be the last letter of a patronymic (there is an uninscribed space following it), but the
name and patronymic would have to be extremely short for the last letter to appear under
the second epsilon of Ergadeis. The vertical spacing in this text is quite irregular also.
31 (PI. 65). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken at the top, bottom, right side, and back but
preserving part of the original smooth left side. Found on May 4, 1971 in early Byzantine
fill in area K/2-5/14.
H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.065 m.; Th. 0.056 m.; LH. 0.009-0.018 m.

Inv. No. I 7291
OFFICERS OF THE BOULE

fin. s. II p./init. s. III p.
lacuna
avrT[typaEV

------]

LEpav[s -------]
eLpEv[
zJU

(t)wO'(f6pOV
[EKta'o0

Katl 7rT]

- - - -]

v-----]
v7ro[ypalJiAarE?
vacat 0.015 m.
The order of the non-Eleusinian aeisitoi dates this text in the late 2nd or early 3rd
century after Christ, cf. Agora XV, nos. 406 (171/2, date corrected Hesperia 47, 1978, p.
330), 386 (173/4), 407 (180/1, date corrected, ibid.), and 460 (209/10), etc. The vertical
spacing is somewhat irregular: there is 0.010 m. between lines 1 and 2, 0.013 m. between 2
and 3, and 0.023 m. between the priest of the Phosphoroi and the undersecretary, i.e. if epi
Skiados was included it may have been written on the same line with the priest of Phosphoroi with wide vertical interspacing or in two lines, as suggested here, with close vertical
interspacing.
32 (PI. 66). Fragment of blueish Hymettian-type marble, broken at the top, bottom, right side
and back but preserving part of the original left side. Found in October of 1974 during the
washing of marbles collected in the summer of 1974 from the demolition of the Roman Round
Building, the Late Roman curved wall, and the Byzantine wall (J/7-20-4/15, 5/14).
H. 0.233 m.; W. 0.055 m.; Th. 0.08 m.; LH. 0.007 m.
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Inv. No. I 7488

OFFICERS OF THE BOULE
fin. s. II p./init. s. III p.
lacuna
[7r]

To [/3.a-. -

]

-----]

[a]rtyp[aEvs

tepavAX[s------]
5

LepevS [ooX'p'opWv ----]
v7royp [aM -are

-]

vacat to bottom
See comment on preceding text.
33 (PI. 66). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
April 18, 1934 in a late context south of the Tholos (G 12).
H. 0.059 m.; W. 0.091 m.; Th. 0.024 m.; LH. 0.016 m.

Inv. No. I 1811
PRYTANY DEDICATION

saec. II-III p.
lacuna
o

[---------[rIT^ -A-Lb]os

pvTravets]

4v\[7JTs ret/k^o-aVTreS]

[eavro'v avP]ypq..
aq[v]
lacuna
The normal formula included KactrovS ato-Etrovs but its restoration here would estab-

lish an unusually long line, especially in view of the large size of the lettering, and I assume
it was omitted here, as it was also, for example, in Agora XV, nos. 449, 476, and 491.
34 (PI. 66). Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken at the top, bottom, right side, and back
but preserving part of the smooth left side. Found on June 14, 1933 in a late context, east of
the Propylon to the New Bouleuterion (H 11). There is cement on both sides and on the
back.8
H. 0.114 m.; W. 0.076 m.; Th. 0.064 m.; LH. 0.006-0.007 m. (with exceptions).

Inv. No. I 962
PANDIONIS
init. saec. III p.
lacuna

- --]
Kao-tav[bos
(Aa, v
8

4t [OtTorpaTOS?]

I have benefitedmuch from the discussionof this text with E. Kapetanopoulos.
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5

Kao-Ltao[s - - - - -]
iPAacME[4vavbpos]
'
< I>ov Kao[t - --]
'lov Ba[o-o-os]
Kao-L-]
lacuna

Line 1. The bottom stroke of epsilon is preserved, followed by two vertical strokes, the
second of which seems to bear a sloping stroke, as if from upsilon. This trace appears just
where the surface of the stone breaks, and I believe it to be a chance mark. The omega is
clear and missing only a very little from the top. It is followed by part of a vertical stroke
which I take to belong to nu.
Lines 2, 4, 6 and 8. The name Kasianos is attested in only one Attic deme, Steiria, of
the phyle Pandionis, and the numerous Kasianoi of Steiria recorded in the inscriptions of
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd centuries after Christ all apparently belong to a single very distinguished family. The prosopography is complex, the difficulties having been increased by the
relationship of the Casii, also of Steiria, and the reader is referred to the following recent
'
studies of the material: D. J. Geagan, ZPE 33, 1979, p. 99; E. Kapetanopoulos, EAr7VtKa
29, 1976, pp. 254-256; Follet, Athenes, pp. 286-287; K. Clinton, The Sacred Officials of the
Eleusinian Mysteries (TAPS 64, 1974, part 3), pp. 40, 111; and J. S. Traill, Hesperia 47,
1978, p. 326. Clearly there are preserved at the top of this prytany register a remarkable
number of members of the same family, but the text is, unfortunately, too fragmentary, and
there are too many possible restorations, to make an attempt at individual identifications.
There are, however, several obvious affinities between the new inscription and Agora XV,
no. 477 (= IG II2, 1826): the eponymy of the latter was shared between Kasianos Apollonios of Steiria and Athena (line 1 of the new inscription is broken, and we cannot tell whether Athena also here shared eponymy with this Kasianos); the two other Kasianoi, viz. Isochyros and Demetrios, appear high in the roster of Agora XV, no. 477 (lines 16 and 19), a
text which was dated by Meritt and Traill after about A.D. 217. As will be seen below, this
date is not far from that suggested for the new inscription, and since both texts are fragmentary, it is just possible that they are two copies of the same list. The family of the Kasianoi,
however, was large and distinguished, and it is more probable that the two lists are from
different years in the same general period. Two certain Kasianoi (lines 2 and 4) suggest that
the incomplete names in lines 6 and 8 are also Kasianoi, but the Casii are also attested at
this time, both in the deme of Steiria, as mentioned above, and in Paiania, i.e. Casius Paianieus, councillor in 209/10 (Agora XV, no. 460, line 43 = IG II2, 1077), and Casius Menneas Paianieus, councillor shortly after about A.D. 217 in the text cited above for its affinities
with the new inscription (Agora XV, no. 477, line 24).
Line 3. A slanting stroke close to the iota I take as part of lambda. One Flavius Philoteimos was prytanis for Paiania in 169/70 (Agora XV, no. 378, line 12), and his name
offers a possible restoration here, but the date of that inscription is too early for plausible
identification of the respective prytaneis, and a much more probable identification is with
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Flavius Philostratos of Steiria who was hoplite general in Agora XV, nos. 447-449 of about
205 (Hesperia 40,1971, pp. 321-329, nos. 13 and 14, with correction of date, Hesperia
41, 1972, p. 141). After the Kasianoi, the Philostratoi might be regarded as the most famous
family of Steiria in this period, and the position of second in the register, under the eponymos, would certainly be appropriate.
Line 5. There may be a trace of the upper left corner of nu at the edge of the stone. The
name, in any case, is Menandros, and the prytanis identical with Flavius Menandros who
was ephebe for Pandionis in A.D. 165/6 (IG II2, 2090, line 68) and is mentioned also in IG
II2, 3985, lines 3-4, where his full name is recorded as Titus Flavius Menandros Paianieus
(see K. Clinton, op. cit. [p. 232 above], p. 31, stemma; E. Kapetanopoulos, AEXAr30, 1975
[1978], p. 127, no. 10; and Follet, Athenes, pp. 250-251. His councillorship will date after
A.D. 177.
Line 6. The first letter consists of a vertical stroke, joined by an upper horizontal
stroke, i.e. gamma. A second, shorter and more lightly inscribed, horizontal stroke below the
stroke just mentioned is very probably an embellishment of the phi in the line above (phi in
line 3 has just such a stroke, but at the top of the vertical, not at the bottom). The letter
gamma would indicate the praenomen Gaius, often linked with Julius, and well known in
the family of the Kasianoi, for example, Gaius Julius Kasianos Apollonios, eponymos in
Agora XV, no. 477, mentioned above, and of suitable date for identification with the prytanis here. The omission of the first letter of Julius, however, would be extraordinary, and it is
better to take the upper horizontal stroke as a mark of abbreviation of the nomen, even
though such marks are not used with the other abbreviated nomina in this text.
Line 7. There may be a trace of the upper left portion of sigma just at the edge of the
stone. The name Bassos is attested in Paiania by a prytanis in 209/10 (Agora XV, no. 460,
line 45), but in view of the dominance
the Kasianoi
of Steiria in the short preserved
of
of
the
new
text
it
is
more
to
portion
appropriate suggest relationship with Kassianos Bassos
who was ephebic general, systremmatarches, agonothete, etc. in IG II2, 2203, lines 35-36,
56-57, 64-65, and 79, dated most recently by Follet between 196/7 and 210/1 (Athenes, p.
287). That Kassianos, however, is spelled with double sigma in contrast to the single sigma
in the many attestations of the Kasianoi of Steiria (see E. Kapetanopoulos, loc. cit.).
A.D.

35 (PI. 66). a: Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
April 18, 1934 in a late context south of the Tholos (G 12). The top of this fragment joins
the bottom of I 7395, left side = Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 323-324, no. 39.
H. (face) 0.068 m.; W. (face) 0.075 m.; Th. 0.087 m.; LH. 0.007 m.

Inv. No. 1809
b: Tiny fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back. Found on
April 17, 1934 in a late context over a wall trench of the Tholos (G 12). This fragment does
not join either I 1809 or I 7395, but the style of lettering, the color of marble, and the
findspot indicate that it belongs to the same monument.
H. 0.056 m.; W. 0.021 m.; Th. 0.04 m.; LH. 0.007 m.
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Inv. No. I1801

PTOLEMAIS
ca. a. 213/4-219/20 p.
For lines 1-12 see Hesperia, loc. cit.
a

13

vacat 0.022 m.
[e]7rcrvv[tosg]
"H~E(rros v

15 Ai'p Ipoo-(8[OKtl/S]
AtX'A
'ApxLK[A^]
lacuna

b

[--------]ov
[------]VEL'K[OV]

lacuna
Line 14. There is just enough uninscribed space preserved to indicate that the line was
complete with the last letter of Hephestos. The personal name Hephestos which appears in
Pape-Benseler is a ghost; the correct reading is Hephaistion (see IG II2, 6113). Clearly the
deity, perhaps in conjunction with a name lost from the right side of line 13, is acting as
eponymos here, although I know of no other attestation of Hephaistos with the common
Late Roman orthography of E for at (K. Meisterhans, Grammatik der attischen Inschriften,
3rd ed., p. 34; L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, I, Phonology, Berlin 1980,
pp. 294-298), nor have I seen another instance of Hephaistos serving as eponymos. Athena
is well enough attested in the Attic prytany inscriptions: Agora XV, no. 466, a little before
A.D. 220/1 (Antiochis), no. 470, after A.D. 216 (Attalis), and nos. 476 and 477 from the
archonship of Gaius Quintus Kleon of Marathon, i.e. after about A.D. 217 (Attalos and
Pandionis). In each of these four instances she shares the eponymy with a citizen of the
participating phyle. For Athena as patron in Attic prytany inscriptions see J. H. Oliver,
AJP 70, 1949, pp. 303-305, and for the gods in general as patrons see L. Robert, Hellenica
II, Paris 1946, pp. 51-64. The association of Athena and Hephaistos is well known, pertinently on Kolonos Agoraios (Pausanias, i.14.6) close to the area of the Herms where so
many of the prytany inscriptions were set up (the larger fragment of this inscription comes
from the Late Roman Round Building, the smaller fragments from near the Tholos).
Athena, of course, might have appeared at the right side of line 13.
Line 15. Onomastically, the name might be restored as Prosdokas, Prosdektos, or Prosdokimos. The first is relatively rare with three occurrences in Attica; the second has about a
dozen occurrences, and the third more than 50. All the individuals bearing those names are
known in the first three centuries after Christ. Prosdokimos alone is attested in Ptolemais,
and the prytanis in all likelihood should be identified with the father of Aurelios Prosdokimos (homonymy indicated by the luna) who was ephebe for Ptolemais, gymnasiarchos,
and systremmatarches in 254/5 (IG 112,2245, lines 152, 167, 309; for the date see L. Moretti, Iscrizioni agonistiche grece, Rome 1953, p. 202). The deme is probably Klopidai, and
the prytanis and ephebe descendants of Maximus, son of Prosdokimos, of Klopidai, ephebe
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for Ptolemais in A.D. 154/5 (IG 112,2067, line 64). Two other Ptolemaid prytaneis bore the
name Prosdokimos and may be members of the same family; one served in 168/9 (Agora
XV, no. 372, line 4), the other, who was also called Sokrates, at the end of the 2nd or the
beginning of the 3rd century after Christ (Agora XV, no. 443, line 15); the first might be
brother of the ephebe Maximus mentioned above and the second could be father of the
The attribution of Agora XV, no. 463 to Kekropis is far
prytanis about 213/4-219/20.
from certain (all the texts on a herm did not always, indeed did not often, belong to the same
is recorded in line 7,
phyle), and it is possible that this list, in which one Avp Ipoo-8O[KL.os]
should be reassigned to Ptolemais. If so, he will be identical with the Avp Hpo-8[0Ktkos]
here, for Agora XV, no. 463 is also dated A.D. 213/4-219/20.
Line 16. Onomastically, two Attic names might be restored here: Archikles and Archikrates (Archikomos, suggested by Kirchner in a comment on IG II2, 6756, line 2, has no
other Attic occurrence). Archikrates is attested on four occasions in Attic prosopography,
twice in the 4th, and once in the 3rd century B.C., and once in the 3rd century after Christ
(IG II2, 2420, line 11; 1958, line 14; Agora XV, no. 42, line 60; and IG II2, 2239, line 128).
Archikles, on the other hand, is a relatively common Attic name with nearly 50 occurrences.
It is attested, however, in only one Ptolemaid deme, Berenikidai, where it appears several
times as the father of prytaneis: an ancestor of the new councillor might be Archikles, father
of a prytanis in 188/9 (Agora XV, no. 416, line 23), who might, in turn, be identical to, or a
descendant of, Archikles, father of two prytaneis about A.D. 176 (Agora XV, no. 392, lines
13, 14; for the date see Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 308-309, comments on lines 33 and 37-38).
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